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A MEANINGFUL RAINS RETREAT AND KATHINA CEREMONY
Buddha is that phenomena do not arise from a single
cause but are the result of multiple causative factors
operating at different levels. It is therefore important
to recognise these and understand how they interact
with each other. Unless we do that we will continue
to see each problem in isolation and try to solve it by
applying a particular solution. For example, we may
try to address the problem of increasing crime by
increasing the number of policemen on the beat.
Such solutions may be effective in the short run but
they are incapable of addressing the root cause of the
problem and therefore will not provide a long-term
solution. From a Buddhist perspective, all these
problems are merely the symptoms and an indication
that there is something fundamentally wrong with the
way we lead our lives – an indication of a deepseated cancer that needs radical surgery. We need
ions taken by our leaders in the name of progress could
to fundamentally change our collective views,
ultimately spell Today we live in a world full of
attitudes and lifestyles. The transformation must be
contradictions. There is unprecedented wealth but more
both personal and social. It is important for us to
than a quarter of the population live in abject
examine our own
poverty. We spend
lifestyles, attitudes
millions and millions of
“To be attached to a certain view and to look and views and to get
pounds on the trade of
our priorities right.
lethal weapons while
down upon other views as inferior –
must understand
many millions of children
this the wise man calls a mental hindrance.” We
the consequences of
die of hunger and many
letting ourselves drift
times more suffer
along with the current.
extreme malnutrition. We know that the resources of
the planet are finite and fast dwindling but we are ever
The most important and common causal factor is the
more intent on unlimited economic growth. There has
mind. As the Buddha said, “Mind is the forerunner of
been enormous progress in the fields of science and
all states. Mind is chief; mind-made are they.” When
technology that can bring much benefit to all mankind
we understand the crucial role the mind plays we can
but it has also given us the capability for total selfsee the importance of developing and cleansing our
annihilation.
minds. Unfortunately, in our enthusiasm for pursuing
scientific and technological development and our
One may wonder as to the relevance of all this in a
desire to gain control over external phenomena, we
Buddhist Newsletter, as it is commonly perceived that
have neglected our minds. As a result our
the Buddha’s teachings are primarily directed at
achievements in science and technology, while
personal enlightenment. On the contrary, the
yielding some benefits, have also caused much harm.
Enlightened One was keenly ware of the problems
faced by human beings at a social and political level and
At a basic level we require very little to live – a secure
has formulated his teaching to address these as well.
livelihood, adequate nutrition, comfortable housing,
These teachings can still offer clear-cut guidelines to
clothing, clean water, fresh air, health care,
devise solutions capable of solving some of the many
education, information and sufficient leisure time.
problems that trouble the world today.
Sadly, there is much poverty and deprivation and a
large proportion of humanity do not have access to
According to the Buddha, we must first try to ascertain
these basic needs. Given all the advances in our
the underlying causes for these problems not just at a
world why is it that we cannot feed all the world’s
superficial level as is commonly done, but at its deepest
(Continued on page 2)
roots. Another important point mentioned by the
This is the first News Letter for the New Year and on
behalf of the Ketumati Buddhist Vihara Trust we would
like to extend our blessings and best wishes for a happy
and prosperous New Year to all our friends and wellwishers. The dawn of a new year is always a time of
great excitement, hope and expectations. In our natural
optimism we may think that the New Year would surely
be better than the old and that all our dreams will come
true. If only life was that simple! In reality we all know
that the mere changing of the year is not going to erase
the consequences of all our past actions – our individual
and collective kamma. This is therefore, an opportune
time to reflect on the actual state of our planet and how
the our rash decisions and ill-considered actactions of
the past both at an individual and collective level.
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Buddha.

(Continued from page 1)

children? This is certainly not due to a dearth of
resources. We can see how, in spite of mounting
evidence of impending disaster due to pollution, global
warming, climate change and depletion of the earth’s
natural resources, the so-called developed nations, that
are mostly responsible for this crisis, are not prepared to
alter their selfish and extravagant lifestyles. The root
cause for this unfortunate state of affairs is nothing but
selfishness and greed.
Today we live in a world that is becoming more and
more integrated into a single global order. Our
economic, social and political structures are geared to
free market economics, dominated by gigantic
multinational corporations whose sole ethic is to earn
maximum profit at minimum cost. It is not unknown for
a corporation to ignore the harm caused by its actions in
its quest for greater commercial profit, which is another
name for greed. The promotion of cigarettes in third
world countries is a case in point. The cutthroat
competition for market dominance can sometimes
cause international conflicts and generate much hatred
and ill will. The whole system works on the mistaken
presumption that material wealth and consumption are
the yardsticks of success and happiness – this is
delusion. Thus we can see how the whole system is
sustained by greed, hatred and delusion – the three
major defilements of the mind or ‘kilesa’ taught by the

The relentless advertising that bombard us via
billboards, newspapers, television, radio and even
through our personal mail play on our human
weaknesses: sexual attraction, vanity, pride, fear, worry
– all are fair game. We are constantly urged to buy
more and more and in effect brainwashed to believe that
our ultimate happiness is dependent on our material
possessions. In this way the system also promotes and
strengthens these unwholesome roots of greed, hatred
and delusion in the minds of individuals. The message
seems to be, “The more you consume, the happier you
will be.” This is the exact opposite of what the Buddha
has taught us and in the long run it can only lead to
conflict and suffering.
True and lasting happiness can only come through the
quenching of the defilements, through non-greed, love
and wisdom. Hopefully in the New Year more and more
of us will realise the validity and relevance of this
message expounded by the Buddha over 25 centuries
ago. Perhaps, it would be appropriate to end this
humble offering for the New Year with a quotation from
The Character of a happy life by Sir Henry Wotton,
English diplomat and poet (1568 to 1639):
“Lord of himself, though not of lands,
And, having nothing, yet hath all.”

Editorial Notes

By Sarath Senarath-Yapa
MONTHLY BUDDHA PUJA / DANA

THE KATHINA CEREMONY
This year’s kathina ceremony held at the Polish Social Club
on the 3rd of November was a great success with more than
one hundred devotees participating, including a good number
of children attending. We thank Leslie and Mallika
Liyanearachchi for sponsoring this year’s Kathina Chivara
Puja. It was delightful to see the newly appointed Ceremonies
Committee (led by Anura Wijesiri), going all out to make it
the success it was bringing in an array of new talent to the
Vihara activity scene. Congratulations to everybody in the
Ceremonies Committee for a job very well done; and thanks
to all the supporters who had helped and contributed in
different ways.
DHAMMA SCHOOL
Dhamma school (usually held on the third Sunday of the
month) continues to be popular and the eloquent recitals like
the stanzas from the “ Loveda Sangarawa” by Lahiru and
Pramudi at the recent Kathina Ceremony was ample
testimony to the values instilled by the Dhamma School, the
efforts taken by diligent parents, and the devotion of the
children themselves to the cause.
Parents who are new to the Vihara, and wishing their children
to benefit from these monthly programmes for children,
please contact the Vihara (0161 678 9726).

Alongside the children’s programme, Buddha Puja, Vandana,
Alms Giving and a short Dhamma discussion is held on every
3rd Sunday of the month commencing at 10.30 A.M.
For more details regarding this programme please contact the
Vihara or Dr. Raja Korale [Tel: 0161 707 8070]
MONTHLY DHAMMA SERMONS
Great interest continues to be shown in the monthly Dhamma
Sermons which are usually, attended by a large number of
devotees. They are normally held once every month on a
Saturday commencing at 7.30 pm. and conducted by a visiting
prelate invited for the purpose.
October:
“Violence Force and Non-violence” by Ven. Bhikkhu
Bodhidhamma. This sermon was sponsored by Dr. and Mrs.
Senarath-Panditharatna.
November:
“ The Eight Worldly Conditions “ ( Atta Loka Dhamma ) by
Ven. Millatthawe Sumana Thero of the Leicester Buddhist
Vihara. This sermon was sponsored Dr. Indra Ariyawansa,
Sarath Perera and Kusal.
(Continued on page 6)
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THE KATHINA PUJA - ITS SIGNIFICANCE IN BRIEF

S

BY
DANISTER I FERNANDO
SENIOR MASTER, SAMBODHI ENGLISH DHAMMA SCHOOL, COLOMBO 7, SRI LANKA

hakyamuni Gotama Buddha, by setting in motion
the “Wheel of Truth,” (Dhammacakka pavathana)
at the pleasant Deer Park (Migadaya), rich with
spontaneous verdure, at Isipatana (the resort of seers –
modern Saranath) in Varanasi (Benares) on the full
moon day of Esala (July) proclaimed His supreme
philosophy (Dhamma) to the world. Thus the Deer Park
at Isipatana became the birth place of the Buddha’s
dispensation (sasana) as well as of His fraternity of
monks (sangha) which gradually grew from the first five
converts – Kondanna, Bhaddiya, Vappa, Mahanama and
Assaji – up to a community of thousands of monks.
After the establishment of the Buddha Sasana, the
Supreme Buddha and His retinue of monks continued to
live at Isipatana, during which time there was excessive
rain (vassana season) as usual. From pre-Buddhist
times it had been the popular tradition in India for all
persons, particularly the followers of various other
religious teachers, to keep indoors without walking
about and trampling the new luscious growths of fresh
grass and tiny plants. It was pointed out that even the
fluttering birds were confined to their nests without
flying about in search of food. Nevertheless the monks
of the Buddha fraternity walked about freely on their
business, including their alms rounds without any
respect for the prevailing behaviour. The general public
began to speak on this matter amounting to a growing
protest.

This special robe is the one called “Kathina Civara”.
The Pali word “Kathina” means; rigid, hard,
unbreakable, unpierceable. The offering of a Kathina
Civara is such a rare and high type of meritorious deed
that it can be performed only once a year in one temple
or a place of religious importance. It is believed to
bestow immense rigid merit on the lay devotee that
offers the “Kathina” while the recipient bhikkhu also
acquires lots of merit and concessions pertaining to his
practice. There are a series of conditions that a devotee
has to accede to when offering “Kathina”. These have
come down from times immemorial and are being
adhered to even today.
The offering of Kathina Civara at the termination of the
“vassana retreat” is performed widely in almost all the
Buddhist temples everywhere and is highly regarded by
the lay devotees. This rare “pinkama” (meritorious act)
is classed as one of the eight most merit giving acts
enumerated in Buddha Dhamma.
“Ciran titthatu lokasmin
Samma Sambudhha Sasanam.”
May the Samma Sambuddha Sasana
prevail for all times.

This allegation came to the ears of the Supreme Buddha
and He, considering the matter seriously enacted a
“Vinaya-rule” that all Bhikkhus should observe
“vassavasa” (rains retreat) during the rainy months –
July (Esala), August (Nikini), September (Binara) and
October (Vap). Introducing the “Vinaya-rule” He
proclaimed thus: “Anujanami bhikkhave vassane vassam
upagantum” meaning: O! Bhikkhus, I implore you to
observe a rains retreat during the rainy season. The
“vassana” period starts on the day after Esala (July) full
moon and goes up to the full moon day of Vap
(October).
About thirty Bhikkhus from Saketa having ended their
observation of the rains retreat came to Jetavanarama at
Sravasti to have audience with the Buddha. On their
way they had to brave heavy rains and had got fully
drenched and were in a very sorry plight. Buddha
would have realised that in spite of the “vassavasa” the
bhikkhus had the possibility of getting wet under
unavoidable circumstances and therefore recommended
the use of a special robe in addition to the three robes –
“Depata sivura” (double robe), “Tanipata sivura” (single
robe) and “andana” (one to wear) already entitled to.

RUWANWELISAYA - ANURADHAPURA - SRI LANKA
[2ND CENTURY BC]
Built by King Dutugemunu, this great stupa had a
diameter of 289 feet at the base and was about 300
feet high. It was the greatest edifice of the type built
in Asia at this time.
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KATHINA CELEBRATIONS - 2001
By
LESLIE LIYANEARACHCHI

A

nnual Katina Celebrations of Ketumathi Buddhist
Vihara was held on Sunday the 4th November 2001 at
the Polish Social Club, Chambers Road, Oldham,
Manchester.

Ten members of the Maha Sangha were present for the
occasion including Venerable Botale Gnanissara Nayake
Thera and Venerable Banagala Vipassi Maha Thera from Sri
Lanka, Venerable Galayaye Piyadassi Thera, The Head of Sri
Saddhatissa International Buddhist Centre, Kingsbury
London, Venerable K Gunawansa Thera, The Head of
Jethavana Buddhist Vihara, Birmingham, Venerable Shanta,
Venerable D Rathanajothi Thera, The Head of Leicester
Buddhist Vihara, Venerable M Sumana Thera, Venerable
Nagama Hemaloka, Venerable Sastravelliye Sumanarathana
and Ven. Pidiville Piyatissa, The Head of Ketumati Buddhist
Vihara.
The ceremony started in the morning with the offering of
Buddha Pooja followed by the Sanghika Dhana.
The main programme continued in the afternoon with the
lighting of the traditional oil lamp and reciting of
Jayamangala Gatha by the children of Ketumati Dhamma
School. Victoria Perera, Anushka Perera, Dilini Perera,
Malaka Senanayake, Mudhara Senanayake, Vinny Nirmalan,
Lahiru Wijesiri and Pramudi Wijesiri, participated in the
event.
The Katina Civara was offered the to the Maha Sangha, by
Mr. Leslie & Mrs. Mallika Liyanearachchi and family.

Children of the Ketumati Dhamma School entertained the
audience next. Lahiru Wijesiri and Pramudi Wijesiri recited
several poems from Loveda-sangarawa, which is highly
popular amongst Dhamma Schools in Sri Lanka, which gives
practical advice to lead a better life.
Duvani Amaratunga, Pasan Fernando and Ayoni Medagoda
recited a Sinhala poem.
Two devotees from the Buddhist Group of Kendal were
awarded with their certificates: Upasaka Sumeda (John
Gerard) for competence to teach Buddhism and Upasaka
Dhammika (Duncan Fisher) who has embraced Buddhism by
taking refuge in the Triple Gem amd undertaking to observe
the five precepts.
A special dhamma sermon on “Significance of Katina” was
delivered by a resident monk of the Vihara, Ven. Nagama
Hemaloka.
The ceremony was concluded with ‘Anumodana’ and Pirith
Chanting by the Maha Sangha followed by the vote of thanks
by Dr Sarath Senerath-Yapa.
The ceremony was a great success and was well attended by
devotees from around Manchester and surrounding areas such
as Bolton, Burnley, Warrington and Liverpool, as well as
from far a field as Durham, Leeds and Kendal.
The effort of the newly formed action committees to organise
the ceremony, was highly appreciated.

REFUGES AND PRECEPTS
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KATHINA CEREMONY 2001 - PICTURES

CHILDREN OF THE DHAMMA SCHOOL LIGHTING THE TRADITIONAL OIL LAMP

OFFERING THE KATHINA CIVARA

A SECTION OF THE DEVOTEES

MONKS PERFORMING THE “VINAYA KAMMA”
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UPASAKA SUMEDA RECEIVING
HIS CERTIFICATE

Editorial Notes

DHAMMA SERMONS AND
MEDITATION RETREATS
[JANUARY TO JUNE 2002]

(Continued from page 2)

MONTHLY MEDITATION RETREATS
A whole day meditation retreat is held once a month on the
day following the Dhamma sermon. We have been fortunate
to benefit from the experience and knowledge of the guest
monks at these retreats. Particular mention must be made of
the special two-day retreat conducted by Ven. Bhikkhu
Bodhidhamma which was greatly appreciated by all those
who participated.
OUTSIDE ACTIVITIES
Monks from the Vihara have regularly visited Kendal to
conduct a monthly programme of worship and meditation for
the Buddhist Group of Kendal. We are happy to record that
with Ven. Piyatissa Thero as the Preceptor, Upasaka Sumeda
(John Gerrad) has gained competence to teach the Dhamma
while Mr. Duncan Fisher has become an upasaka by taking
refuge in the Triple Gem and undertaking to observe the five
precepts. He has been given the Buddhist name of Upasaka
Dhammika.
Both of them were presented with their
certificates at the Kathina Ceremony. We congratulate them
and wish them all the best.

05 JANUARY
(SATURDAY)

“WISDOM”
02 FEBRUARY
(SATURDAY)

VEN. DHAMMASAMI

- TOPIC TO BE DECIDED
02 MARCH
(SATURDAY)

VEN. DR.MEDAGAMA VAJIRAGNANA THERO
Chief Sangha Nayake of Britain and
Head of London Buddhist Vihara

“THE FIVE AGGREGATES”

*

14 APRIL
(SUNDAY)

[3.00 P.M]
25 MAY
(VESAK)
(SATURDAY)

PASTORAL SERVICES
The monks continue to serve the Buddhist community in the
region to meet their individual needs.

VEN. NAGAMA HEMALOKA

VEN. SASTHRAVELLIYE SUMANARATHANA

“RELIGIOUS SIGNIFICANCE OF
THE NEW YEAR”
VEN. BHIKKHU BODHIDHAMMA

- TOPIC TO BE DECIDED

08 JUNE
(SATURDAY)

VEN. DR. REVATHADHAMMA

- TOPIC TO BE DECIDED

FINANCES

* In conjuction with the Sinhala New Year

Thanks to the solid support from well-wishers, the Vihara
finances remain robust. The garage has been converted to a
serene Meditation Hall (at a cost of £2,450). In the month of
October a sum of £3,000 has been repaid of the bank loan ,
bringing down the outstanding bank loan balance to
£2,633.03. The Kathina Ceremony held in November, brought
in donations totalling to about £1000 so that, as at 18th
November there was a bank balance of £4,720.82 in the
Ketumati Buildings Account. The central heating system of
the Vihara will soon be revamped at a cost of about £ 2,500.
Apart from the outstanding bank loan balance of £2,633.03
there is a further £7,500 interest free loan balance remaining
to be settled.

Celebrations.
ALL OTHER SERMONS WILL COMMENCE AT 07.30
P.M. ON SATURDAYS AND WILL BE FOLLOWED
BY A DAY-LONG MEDITATION RETREAT ON THE
FOLLOWING DAY (SUNDAY).

ALL ARE WELCOME

Ketumati
Dhamma School
DHAMMA & SINHALA CLASSES

Silence
enables us
to be attentive
to
what is going on
- to all the ups and downs

THIRD SUNDAY
OF EVERY MONTH
FROM 01.30 TO 04.00 P.M.
OPEN TO CHILDREN
OF ALL AGES

ALL PARENTS ARE INVITED TO
BRING THEIR CHILDREN
PLEASE CONTACT THE VIHARA
FOR DETAILS

T’PHONE: 0161 678 9726
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SCHEDULED PROGRAMMES - 2002
JANUARY 2002
- Open day - Blessings for the New Year.
1st (Tue).
5th (Sat).
- Dhamma Sermon
Ven. Nagama Hemaloka
6th (Sun)
- Meditation Retreat
20th (Sun). - Dhamma School.
FEBRUARY 2002
- Dhamma Sermon
2nd (Sat).
Ven. Dhammassami
3rd (Sun). - Meditation Retreat
17th (Sun). - Dhamma School
MARCH 2002
2nd (Sat).
- Dhamma Sermon
Ven. Dr. M. Vajragnana
3rd (Sun). - Meditation Retreat
17th (Sun). - Dhamma School
APRIL 2002
14th (Sun)
- New Year and Anniversary
Celebrations.
MAY 2002
25th (Sat)
- Vesak Programme
- Dhamma Sermon
Ven. Bhikkhu Bodhidhamma
26th (Sun)
- Meditation Retreat & ‘Ata-Sil’
JUNE 2002
8th (Sat)
- Dhamma Sermon
Ven. Dr. Revathadhamma
9th (Sun)
- Meditation Retreat
16th (Sun)
- Dhamma School
JULY 2002
13th (Sat)
- Dhamma Sermon
14th (Sun)
- Meditation Retreat
21st (Sun)
- Dhamma School
AUGUST 2002
3rd (Sat)
- Dhamma Sermon
4th (Sun)
- Meditation Retreat
18th (Sun)
- Dhamma School
SEPTEMBER 2002
7th (Sat)
- Dhamma Sermon
8th (Sun)
- Meditation Retreat
2nd (Sun)
- Dhamma School
OCTOBER 2002
13th (Sun)
- Dhamma School
27th (Sun)
- Kathina Ceremony
NOVEMBER 2002
2nd (Sat)
- Dhamma Sermon
3rd (Sun)
- Meditation Retreat
17th (Sun)
- Dhamma School
DECEMBER 2002
7th (Sat)
- Dhamma Sermon
8th (Sun)
- Meditation Retreat
15th (Sun)
- Dhamma School
31st (Tue) - Midnight Pirith Chanting

POYA (OBSERVANCE) DAYS - 2002
Moon
Phase

FIRST
QUARTER

FULL
MOON

UNDUVAP
(DEC/JAN)

22 DEC 01
(SAT)

29 DEC 01
(SAT)

5 JAN 02
(SAT)

12 JAN 02
(SAT)

DURUTHU
(JAN/FEB)

21 JAN 02
(MON)

28 JAN 02
(MON)

4 FEB 02
(MON)

11 FEB 02
(MON)

NAVAM
(FEB/MAR)

20 FEB 02
(WED)

27 FEB 02
(WED)

5 MAR 02
(TUE)

13 MAR 02
(WED)

MEDIN
(MAR/APR)

21 MAR 02
(THU)

28 MAR 02
(THU)

04 APR 02
(THU)

12 APR 02
(FRI)

BAK
(APR/MAY)

20 APR 02
(SAT)

26 APR 02
(FRI)

04 MAY 02
(SAT)

11 MAY 02
(SAT)

VESAK
(MAY/JUN)

19 MAY 02
(SUN)

26 MAY 02
(SUN)

02 JUN 02
(SUN)

10 JUN 02
(MON)

POSON
(JUN/JUL)

17 JUN 02
(MON)

24 JUN 02
(MON)

02 JUL 02
(TUE)

09 JUL 02
(TUE)

ESALA
(JUL/AUG)

17 JUL 02
(WED)

23 JUL 02
(TUE)

01 AUG 02
(THU)

08 AUG 02
(THU)

NIKINI
(AUG/SEP)

15 AUG 02
(THU)

22 AUG 02
(THU)

30 AUG 02
(FRI)

06 SEP 02
(FRI)

BINARA
(SEP/OCT)

13 SEP 02
(FRI)

20 SEP 02
(FRI)

29 SEP 02
(SUN)

05 OCT 02
(SAT)

VAP
(OCT/NOV

13 OCT 02
(SUN)

20 OCT 02
(SUN)

29 OCT 02
(TUE)

04 NOV 02
(MON)

IL
(NOV/DEC))

11 NOV 02
(MON)

19 NOV 02
(TUE)

27 NOV 02
(WED)

03 DEC 02
(TUE)

UNDUVAP
(DEC/JAN)

11 DEC 02
(WED)

19 DEC 02
(THU)

26 DEC 02
(THU)

Poya

LAST
QUARTER

NEW
MOON

ALL ARE WELCOME TO PARTICIPATE IN RELIGIOUS OBSERVANCES
AT THE VIHARA ON ALL POYA DAYS

REGULAR PROGRAMMES
ALL WEDNESDAYS & SUNDAYS
FROM 07.30 P.M. TO 09.30 P.M.
BUDDHA PUJA & VANDANA
MEDITATION
DHAMMA READING & DISCUSSION
EVERY MONTH (DATES TO BE NOTIFIED)
AT 07.30 P.M.
DHAMMA SERMON (ENGLISH)
DAY FOLLOWING THE DHAMMA SERMON
FROM 09.00 A.M. TO 04.30 P.M.
DAY MEDITATION RETREAT
THIRD SUNDAY OF EVERY MONTH
FROM 11.00 A.M. TO 04.00 P.M.
[PARALLEL WITH DHAMMA SCHOOL]
SANGHIKA DANA
DHAMMA SERMON (SINHALA)
DHAMMA DISCUSSION
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PURCHASE OF PRESENT PREMISES
UPDATED FINANCIAL POSITION - NOVEMBER 19, 2001
CREDITS

RECEIPTS
DONATIONS TO BUILDING FUND
FROM GENERAL FUNDS
BANK INTEREST RECEIVED
TAX REFUNDS RECEIVED
OTHER
SUBTOTAL (RECEIPTS)

LOANS
INTEREST FREE LOANS
BANK LOAN CAPITAL
BANK LOAN INTEREST (PAID)
SUBTOTALS (LOANS)

This was said by the Lord …

DEBITS

“Bhikkhus, I am a brahmin,
ever accessible to entreaties,
open-handed, one bearing his
last body, unsurpassed
physician and surgeon.
You are my own legitimate
sons, born from my mouth,
born of Dhamma, fashioned by
Dhamma, heirs of Dhamma,
not heirs of material things.

£28,314.63
£12,270.00
£22.07
£9,101.03
£713.75
£50,421.48

EXPENSES
BUILDING PURCHASE PRICE
SURVEY & LEGAL EXPENSES
COST OF NEW TOILET
PAID TO COUNCIL (PLANNING)
REPAIRS / MAINTENANCE
GARAGE CONVERSION
SUBTOTAL (EXPENSES)

£49,500.00
£547.25
£518.12
£58.75
£863.00
£2,450.00
£53,937.12
BORROWED
REPAID
£13,000.00
£5,500.00
£15,000.00
£12,366.97
£1,896.57
£28,000.00 £19,763.54

GRAND TOTAL
BALANCE IN BANK (A/C #2)

£78,421.48
£78,421.48

BALANCE
£7,500.00
£2,633.03
£10,133.03

£73,700.66
£4,720.82
£78,421.48

CURRENT SHORTFALL

£5,412.21

DONATIONS
Ketumati Buddhist Vihara Trust is a registered charity solely dependent on
voluntary donations from our friends and well wishers like you.
We need your generous support to meet the day to day running costs of the
Vihara as well as to pay the outstanding loans (as shown above).
If you would like to make a donation towards the building fund or
maintenance of the Vihara please write your cheques in favour of —
KETUMATI BUDDHIST VIHARA TRUST— and send it to:
Ketumati Buddhist Vihara, 3 Pretoria Road, Oldham OL8 4NH.
Alternatively, if you wish to make a regular contribution through a Bank
Standing Order please ‘phone the Vihara at 0161 678 9726 and ask for a
Banker’s Order Form.
YOU CAN ADD OVER 28% TO THE VALUE OF YOUR DONATION
WITHOUT ANY EXTRA COST TO YOU

IF YOU PAY UK TAXES AT BASIC RATE THE TRUST CAN CLAIM A TAX REFUND FROM
INLAND REVENUE.
FOR EVERY POUND YOU DONATE THE TRUST WILL GET AN EXTRA 28P AT NO EXTRA
COST TO YOU.
HOWEVER TO ENABLE US TO DO SO YOU SHOULD MAKE A GIFT AID DECLARATION.
[Gift Aid Declaration Forms are available at the Vihara. You can also make a
declaration by telephone]

• IF YOU ARE A HIGHER RATE TAX PAYER YOU WILL ALSO BE ABLE TO CLAIM A TAX REFUND FOR
YOURSELF.

• YOU CAN CANCEL THE DECLARATION AT ANY TIME
• TO QUALIFY FOR TAX REFUNDS UNDER THIS SCHEME YOU MUST HAVE PAID AN AMOUNT OF TAX
AT LEAST EQUAL TO THE TAX WE CLAIM ON YOUR DONATION.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR GENEROUS SUPPORT

The Dhamma Offering

Bhikkhus, there are these two
kinds of giving: the giving of
material things and the giving
of the Dhamma. Of these two
kinds of giving, this is the
foremost, namely, the giving of
the Dhamma. There are these
two kinds of sharing: the
sharing of material things and
the sharing of the Dhamma. Of
these two kinds of sharing, this
is the foremost, namely, the
sharing of the Dhamma. There
are these two kinds of help: the
help of material things and the
help of the Dhamma. Of these
two kinds of help, this is the
foremost, namely, the help of
the Dhamma. There are these
two kinds of offering: the
offering of material things and
the offering of the Dhamma. Of
these two kinds of offering, this
is the foremost, namely, the
offering of the Dhamma.”

The Thathagatha has made the
Dhamma-offering
Unselfish, compassionate
towards all beings;
Living beings revere such a one,
Gone beyond being, as chief of
devas and humans.
- The Itivuttaka 100
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